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the family business is inherited by a boy-cousin. After their father dies, a young couple faces challenges of succession and
dysfunction. Story The film tells the story of an upper-class Sindhi family in which the father is very wealthy and has five

daughters and two sons. Their house is very big and they live a comfortable life. Despite being rich, the family is very close-knit
with the young couple (Salman Khan and Tabu) living in it, as their parents also adopted them after their mother died, much like

their own parents did. The film starts with the couple coming back home after a long trip, with Tabu (Shilpa Shetty) wearing
jeans and a boy's shirt, a complete contrast to her usual glamorous appearances. When she introduces Salman, she immediately

comments on how plain he looks with his typical shalwar kameez and long hair. As the film progresses, Tabu learns that the
family's fortune is heavily tied up in a property business which, ironically, her grandfather had built up and successfully run.
Salman is one of the five daughters' intended husbands and the eldest. Tabu has a crush on Salman and soon falls in love with

him, but her attempts to woo him are unsuccessful. She resorts to playing tricks on him by dressing up in a certain way, and ends
up taking part in the business side of the business, arranging a marriage of her sister Geeta, who is married to Salman's brother
Saif, with a man called Raj, with whom she has had a brief affair. Two years later, Salman and his brother arrive at the family
home, and Salman's younger brother and sisters are shocked to find their sister Geeta married and Saif gone. Geeta tells them

that Salman had wanted to stop the wedding and that he was the one who had disappeared to evade detection. After some time,
Geeta attempts suicide and is taken to a hospital where she is treated for depression. She starts taking medicines and is even

admitted in a mental asylum. Saif, who had gone to Bombay to look for Geeta, finds her while in the asylum and is shocked to
learn what happened. He goes to the family home to talk to Salman and gets into an argument with him. Salman is upset that

Geeta was forced into a marriage she didn't want, and that Saif did not come to see her when she needed him. Tabu also visits
Geeta in the hospital, and says she must be able to get better when she
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